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Abstract—
This work proposes new retransmission and back-off strategies
for network-wide broadcasting in multi-hop wireless networks.
A comparative analysis is presented between existing algorithms
as well as the ones proposed herein. Simulation experiments and
analysis are used throughout this work to study or demonstrate
the properties and performance of specific strategies as well as
other properties or results of a more general nature.
Several topics not considered in previous work are also studied.
The broadcasting strategies are evaluated with respect to their
impact on routing protocols that rely on flooding to perform
path discovery, and research is conducted in designing schemes
that maximize the route lifetime. Different back-off strategies are
proposed and their performance is examined.

I. I NTRODUCTION
One way of performing network-wide broadcasting is by
“flooding” the network with the broadcast message. Flooding
is carried out by having each node retransmit the message after
receiving a broadcast message for the first time.
Flooding is important because it is the basis for performing
route discovery in mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs). Linkstate routing protocols also rely on flooding for distribution of
link-state information. There are more “efficient” broadcasting
techniques that send out-of-band messages to distribute topology knowledge or build distribution trees. However, schemes
that do not require out-of-band messages continue to be the
best solution for path discovery and link-state routing because
they do not require prior knowledge of the topology and its
operation and overhead does not depend on the degree of
mobility or node distribution.
Flooding is an unreliable operation with no acknowledgment
mechanism in place. This is not a major concern for path
discovery or link-state routing as 100% reliability is not
required, and flooding distributes broadcast messages to as
many nodes as possible using very little effort. Analysis of
the broadcasting algorithms presented in this paper provide
a deterministic guarantee that the algorithms can be at least
as reliable as flooding. If such analysis is not possible for a
particular case then simulations will be used to show that their
reliability is comparable with that of flooding.
This paper only considers broadcasting algorithms that do
not require out-of-band transmissions such as hello messages.
The reason being that the cost of transmitting hello messages
cannot often be justified. Out-of-band overhead narrows the
application scope and complicates a conclusive comparison
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with other broadcasting algorithms that do not use out-of-band
messages.
Flooding generates more overhead than necessary because,
depending on the node density, many or most retransmissions
are redundant. A retransmission is said to be redundant if all
the neighbors of the transmitting node have already received
the message. If a transmission is non-redundant then its
additional coverage is not null1 . The additional coverage of a
retransmission is the percentage of the transmission range that
has not been covered by neighbor nodes.
Redundancy can be reduced by retransmitting only if the
additional coverage of the retransmission is large enough
to warrant the additional overhead. To implement this optimization, each node must postpone its retransmission for a
short back-off time after receiving the first duplicate of the
broadcast message. The scheduled retransmission is canceled
if the duplicates received result in an additional coverage that
is below a given threshold.
If the location of the transmitting neighbors is known, then
one could deterministically compute the additional coverage. If
the precise location is unknown, then other information such as
distance between nodes could be used to estimate an expected
additional coverage.
The retransmission strategy refers to how it is decided if a
scheduled retransmission is canceled. The back-off strategy determines the manner in which the back-off time is chosen. The
hold and suppress approach to broadcasting is by no means
new. However, this paper makes significant contributions in
this area. Several retransmission strategies are proposed and a
comparative analysis with previous strategies is presented.
Several topics not considered in previous work are also
studied. This is the first time that the concept of backoff strategies is researched. Different back-off strategies are
proposed and their performance is examined. We evaluate how
different broadcast strategies affect the performance of path
discovery and research is conducted in designing schemes that
maximize the route lifetime.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents a summary of the related work. Section III describes
the simulation environment used for the results presented
throughout this paper. Section IV offers an interesting result
about collisions and reliability. The new retransmission strate1 This

is not necessarily true in the opposite direction

gies are presented in Section V. Previously proposed strategies
are summarized in Section VI. A comparative simulation
analysis is presented in Section VII. Back-off strategies are
studied in Section VIII. An interesting study is presented in
Section IX about the performance of different strategies in
path discovery. Finally, Section X provides some concluding
remarks.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Sze-Yao et al. [?] observed that serious redundancy, contention, and collision could exist if flooding is done blindly.
Collectively, they refer to these problems associated with
flooding as the broadcast storm problem. As a solution,
they introduce several retransmission strategies, including
the counter-based, distance-based, location-based, and clusterbased schemes. Williams and Camp [?] present an analysis of
existing broadcasting schemes and is an excellent reference on
the topic of wireless broadcasting.
Paruchuri [?] introduced a retransmission strategy that
uses a hexagonal lattice to determine which nodes have to
retransmit. Cartigny, et al. [?] presented several stochastic
algorithms where nodes forward messages with a certain
probability. These probabilities are calculated differently for
each algorithm using information such as node density and
distance between nodes.
Pagani and Rossi [?] presented the reliable broadcast protocol designed for mobile ad-hoc networks. It ensures that
all the hosts in the network receive the same messages and
provides an exactly once message delivery semantics. Minimum connected dominating sets (MCDS) can be used to build
distribution backbones and several distributed approximation
algorithms have been proposed [?], [?].

Algorithm 1 Standard Flood
1: if duplicates(p) = 1 then
2:
schedule(p)
3: end if

Note that the purpose of the timer for pure flooding is to
reduce collisions, whereas other hold-and-suppress algorithms
employ back-off timers primarily as a mechanism to realize a
given retransmission strategy.
Figure 1 plots the maximum back-off time necessary to
achieve 100% coverage, as a function of the node density.
Starting with a value of zero, the back-off is incremented until
100% coverage is obtained for 25 consecutive simulations.
These are conservative values because only one message was
broadcasted at a time and no other traffic was present. Its
a rather surprising result that smaller densities, which are
more common in practice, require a greater back-off time than
higher densities, and definitely higher than the 10 ms value
commonly used [?], [?].

III. S IMULATION E NVIRONMENT
All simulations were written in ns-2 [?], a discrete event
simulator with extensive support for wireless networks. Unless
otherwise specified in each section, the simulation environment is as follows. All simulations conform to the 802.11
standard. The data rate and the basic rate are both set to
11 Mbps. The transmission range is 250 meters and the
default network size if 2500x750 square meters. All broadcast
messages have a payload of 128 bytes. Nodes are randomly
distributed with uniform probability. With a few exceptions
noted such as Section IX, there is no mobility, as the type of
broadcasting protocols studied in this paper are not adversely
affected by mobility.
IV. F LOODING
Flooding is often enhanced by waiting for a short, uniformly
distributed random back-off time before forwarding a message,
in an effort to reduce the amount of collisions and maximize
coverage. As such, flooding can be expressed as a typical
hold-and-suppress broadcast with a very simple retransmission
strategy (Algorithm 1) where messages are never suppressed.
Consequently, this algorithm only has one possible parameter:
The maximum back-off time.

Fig. 1. Necessary back-off time to achieve 100% coverage with standard
flooding as a function of node density.

Intuitively, one could think flooding becomes less reliable
as the density increases because higher densities have higher
collision rates. However, we noticed that there is a critical
density range where density is low, but enough to generate
sufficient collisions to cause a few nodes to loose all incoming
duplicates. Densities that are below the critical range do not
generate significant collisions, and densities that are higher
than the critical range are dense enough to resist high collision
rates. This phenomenon can be observed in the coverage plots
presented in paper. There will be a density interval where the
coverage decreases and increases again.
V. P ROPOSED F ORWARDING S TRATEGIES
A. Adjacency Strategy
The expected additional coverage of a node is small when
the duplicates it receives come from transmitting nodes that
are sufficiently distant from each other or very close to the receiving node. The goal of a retransmission strategy is to avoid

transmitting when these node configurations occur. Several
measurement technologies have been proposed to detect these
scenarios. These include GPS, received signal strength (RSS)
and angle of arrival (AOA). All these techniques have either
serious restrictions or accuracy issues. But the biggest problem
is that they are simply not readily available in most off-theshelf laptop and hand-held devices. Many wireless adapters
have hardware support for reading the RSS, but there is usually
no device-independent interface provided by the operating
system.
We propose a retransmission strategy where nodes are able
to detect scenarios in which several transmitting neighbors
are sufficiently apart from each other. No attempt is made
to measure positions, distances, or angles.
A scheduled transmission is canceled if duplicates have been
received from at least k neighbors that did not hear each other.
Each node appends to the broadcast message the list of neighbors from which it received duplicates. The receiving node
uses the neighbor list embedded in the broadcast messages
to build a neighbor adjacency graph. Assume two duplicates
are received from neighbors u and v, in that order. If the
duplicate from v reports that v heard the message from u then
an undirected edge between u and v is added to the graph.
When a duplicate arrives, the first thing to do is to update
the adjacency graph. The second step is to determine the
cardinality of the largest independent set. This is known as the
independence number. If the independence number is greater
than or equal to k then the scheduled transmission is canceled.
The overhead of transmitting a list of neighbors in each
duplicate is insignificant since only very small values of k
need to be considered. It is also much cheaper in terms of
bandwidth to send information inside the broadcast duplicates
than to use separate hello messages.
Theorem 1: An independence number of five is a deterministic guarantee that the adjacency strategy will be as reliable
as flooding.
Proof: We can prove that the algorithm is as reliable as
flooding by proving that the additional coverage of zero. Let
r be the radius of transmission. The maximum independent
set possible is 5 and it is obtained by placing the nodes of
the set on the periphery of the transmission range, separated
from each other by at least r. Five is the maximum because
adding a 6th would place at least one node in the set within
r distance of another.
The euclidian distance between two nodes in the independent set must be greater than r, hence their angular
distance with respect to the center must be greater than π/3.
Accordingly, for an independent set of size k, the maximum
angular distance between two nodes must be less than:
π
(1)
3
For k = 5 the maximum angular distance between any two
nodes on the set is less than 2π/3. With this result it can be
easily shown (see Theorem 2) that the additional coverage is
zero.
2π − (k − 1)

It only remains to proof that if the size of the set is less
than 5, than a zero coverage cannot be guaranteed. With a set
of size four the maximum angular distance between any two
nodes on the set is π < 2π/3, hence a zero coverage cannot
be guaranteed.
This theoretical result is somewhat of an overkill. Our
simulations for uniformly distributed nodes show that with
an independent set of size 3 the average coverage is at least
99.7% for all densities. This puts the coverage of our algorithm
at an advantage with respect to other strategies. However, for
a comparative analysis this could be unfair to our algorithm
because we get punished with higher overhead for being too
good at reliability.
We came up with a modified version of the Adjacency
strategy that allows us to maintain an excellent coverage for
all densities but with less overhead. We call this strategy
Adjancency-2.5, where scheduled retransmissions are canceled
if there exists an independent set of size two and at least one
additional node that is adjacent to only one (but not both) of
the nodes in the independent set. Simulation results indicate
that the average coverage is at least 97.5% for all densities,
while providing overhead savings that are comparable with
other algorithms that rely on location information.
B. Angular Strategy
This section proposes a retransmission strategy (Algorithm
2) where stations use angle of arrival (AOA) information to
make forwarding decisions. Assume that stations can determine the angle of arrival of incoming messages with respect
to some local frame of reference. Such angular measurements
will in most likelihood be subject to a certain degree of noise
or error. If the angular distance between every pair of adjacent
duplicates is less than some threshold θthresh then the message
is not forwarded.
Algorithm 2 Angular Strategy
1: S ← S ∪ θp
2: if duplicates(p) = 1 then
3:
schedule(p)
4: end if
5: if ∀ θi ∈ S [ 6 (θi − θi+1 ) ≤ θthresh ] then
6:
cancel(p)
7: end if
Theorem 2: Let δ be the maximum angular error in radians.
Then θthresh ≤ 2π
3 − 2δ constitutes a deterministic guarantee
that the angular strategy is at least as reliable as flooding. That
is, the additional coverage is zero.
Proof: Consider two arbitrary adjacent message duplicates received by R and sent by nodes S1 and S2 , respectively.
Let r be the transmission range and consider the circles defined
by r for these three stations. Locate S1 and S2 at a distance r
from R such that all three circles intercept at point I as shown
in Figure 1. Let α represent the angle S1d
RS2 for this precise
configuration.

C. k-sector Broadcast
The k-sector scheme proposed in this section (Algorithm 3)
partitions the receiver’s frame of reference into k equalsized sectors, each with angular size of 2π/k. A Scheduled
transmission is canceled when at least one message duplicate
is received from each sector.

Fig. 2. Upper bound on the angular separation between adjacent message
duplicates.

Since all three circles intercept at I there is no additional
coverage for R on the arc defined by α. To make this coverage
non-zero one has to either increase α or increase the distance
between R and S1 or S2 . The latter is not possible since both
S1 and S2 are already at a distance r from R. Therefore, α
is an upper angular bound if our aim is to have no additional
coverage between adjacent duplicates.
The points defined by R, S1 , S2 and I are all separated by
a distance r from each other, forming two adjacent equilateral
triangles. Consequently, α = 2π
3 is an upper bound on
the maximum angular separation between adjacent message
duplicates, and thus an upper bound for θthresh . However,
the observed angular distance between two message duplicates
could be smaller than the true angular distance by up to 2δ.
From this follows that:
θthresh ≤

2π
− 2δ
3

(2)

Fig. 3. Angular strategy. Coverage vs. density for several values of θthresh .
Angles are shown in degrees.

Algorithm 3 k-Sector Strategy
1: S ← S ∪ sector(p)
2: if duplicates(p) = 1 then
3:
schedule(p)
4: end if
5: if S includes all sectors then
6:
cancel(p)
7: end if
We propose this scheme over existing position-based
schemes because it can also be realized using angle of arrival
(AOA) technology and not just GPS. Niculescu and Nath [?]
were able to obtain angle of arrival measurements using 802.11
with expected error of 22 degrees for a departmental indoor
setting.
D. Overhead Analysis: 4-Sector Broadcast
The 4-sector scheme partitions the receiver’s frame of
reference into 4 quadrants. A Scheduled retransmission is
canceled if at least one message duplicate has been received
from each direction (NW, NE, SE, SW).
The resulting overhead depends on how the back-off time
is chosen, as well as the location of the nodes in the plane.
In general, there will be node configurations in which every
node retransmits. For example, when all nodes are located on
a straight line; In this case, not a single node will be able to
“hear” the message from all four directions. However, we will
show that for “most” sets (in the sense described below) only
a small number of copies is sent.
More formally, consider a message M that is simultaneously heard by a set of n nodes. We will label them s1 . . . sn
according to their vertical position such that the lowest one is
labeled s1 . The order of the nodes along the x-axis defines a
permutation of (1, 2, . . . n). We denote them {s1 . . . sn }
Theorem 3: If every permutations is equally likely, then the
expected number of copies of M sent is ≤ 4 ln2 n.
Proof: For simplicity we assume the range of transmission is an axis-parallel unit square. We say that si is SEdominator if among all the nodes below it and to its right, si
has the shortest back-off time. SW-dominator, NE-dominator
and NW-dominator are symmetrically defined. Note that si
will transmit only if it is a dominator in one or more directions.
We now bound the probably that si is not SE-dominator.
Note that si has i − 1 nodes below it (i.e. their y-coordinate is
smaller than the y-coordinate of si ). Consider the projections
of (s1 ...sn ) on the x-axis. Since all permutations of the
projected points are equably likely, the probability that exactly
j of the points of {s1 . . . si−1 } are to the right of si (for

0 ≤ j < i) is 1/(i − 1). In this case the probability that
si is SE-dominator is 1/(j + 1). To see why this is correct,
recall that all nodes pick their back-off time simultaneously.
Consider only si and the j points below it and to its right.
The probability that si picked the smallest waiting time in
this subset of j + 1 nodes is therefor 1/(j + 1). Hence the
probability that si is SE-dominator is:
i

1 X 1
i − 1 j=1 j + 1

(3)

Accordingly, the probability that si is dominator in one or
more directions is therefore at most 4 times expression (3):
≤

i
4 X 1
i − 1 j=1 j + 1

≤

4
ln n
i−1

Consider a node r receiving the same message from two
arbitrary nodes s1 and s2 . If r receives the duplicate from s1
first, then s2 must be separated from s1 by at least α, otherwise
s2 would not have forwarded the message to r. Accordingly,
all duplicates received by a node must have been sent by nodes
separated from each other by at least α.
Finding the maximum number of nodes k(α) that can be
within range of a receiver such that all nodes are separated
from the receiver and from each other by at least α is
equivalent to the problem of finding the maximum number
of discs of radius α2 that fit into a disc of radius 1 + α2 without
overlapping (Figure 4).

(4)

Finally, the expected number of messages sent is obtained
by summing expression (4) of all si :
≤4

n
X
ln n
i=1

i

≤ 4 ln2 n

E. Radial Strategy
The retransmission strategy formulated in this section (Algorithm 4) highlights and interesting relation between node
distance and coverage. Under this strategy, a node will not
forward a message if it receives k or more duplicates or if at
least one of duplicates comes from a sender whose distance
to the node is less than α × range, where 0 < α < 1.
Algorithm 4 Radial Strategy
1: if duplicates(p) = 1 ∧ distance(p)/range ≥ α then
2:
schedule(p)
3: end if
4: if distance(p)/range < α ∨ duplicates(p) = K then
5:
cancel(p)
6: end if
We show there is an interesting relation between the number
of duplicates k and the distance threshold α. In a way, this
algorithm can be seen as a combination of the counter-based
scheme of section VI-B and the distance-based scheme of
section VI-C. Note however that focus of this section is to
formulate an algorithm where k and α are related.
Theorem 4: The number of messages k(α) necessary to
ensure full coverage using the radial strategy with parameter
α under ideal network conditions2 is bounded by:
" √
#
2π 3(1 + α2 )2
−1
(5)
k(α) <
3α2
Proof:
2 Uniform

transmission range, no collisions, and no transmission errors.

Fig. 4. the maximum number of discs of radius
radius 1 + α
without overlapping.
2

α
2

that fit into a disc of

The problem of packing congruent circles in a circle is an
old and difficult problem. There is certainly no closed form
solution and [?] is a good reference to what is known about
this problem.
The laxest bound for k(α) would be to divide the area of
the enclosing circle by the area of the smaller circle:
k(α) <

π(1 + α2 )2
π( α2 )2

(6)

A tighter bound is obtained multiplying (6) by the limit of
the packing density as the radius of the enclosing circle tends
to infinity:
1 √
π 3 ≈ 0.9068996821
(7)
6
The packing density is the fraction of the enclosing circle
that is filled with discs. No instance of α can yield a packing
density that is greater than or equal to (7). Thus k(α) is
bounded by:


1 √ π(1 + α2 )2
k(α) < π 3
(8)
6
π( α2 )2
This bound can be decremented by one because the receiving node is not supposed to be counted. After some minor
algebraical manipulation we arrive to result of equation (5).

VI. P REVIOUS R ETRANSMISSION S TRATEGIES
This section describes some of the previously proposed
forwarding strategies that will be used throughout this paper
to provide a comparative analysis. We consider only those
broadcasting schemes that do not require out-of-band transmissions to obtain topology knowledge or build broadcasting
backbones.
A. Stochastic Broadcast (Gossip)
A probabilistically optimized flooding approach seeks overhead reduction by having each node forward the message
with some probability p. Such approach exhibits a bimodal
behavior: in some executions, the ”gossip” dies out quickly
and hardly any node gets the message; in the remaining executions, a substantial fraction of the nodes gets the message. The
fraction of executions in which most nodes get the message
depends on the gossiping probability and the topology of the
network.
Figure 5 shows the coverage vs. density for several values
of the forwarding probability p. We were quite disappointed
with the performance of this strategy. As you can see, there
is no suitable probability other than 1.0 that would yield high
coverage under all node densities. This algorithm is no good
unless you have some way of determining the density and
won’t be considered any further.

Fig. 5.

Stochastic Broadcast. Density vs. coverage for various values of p.

B. Counter-Based Scheme
In this scheme nodes may cancel a scheduled message
retransmission of a broadcast packet p whenever the number
of message duplicates dups(p) reaches a threshold k. Figure 6
shows the coverage vs. density for several values of k. Note
that k needs to be at least 4 to obtain a coverage of at least
95% for all densities.

Fig. 6. Counter-based scheme. Density vs. coverage for various values of k.

C. Distance-Based Scheme
In the distance-based strategy a scheduled transmission is
canceled if a node receives a message duplicate from another
node that is less than d distance apart, d is a threshold
parameter. This algorithm is based on the observation that,
the expected additional coverage for a node n, if it were to
retransmit, is very small when n receives a duplicate from a
node that is very close to n.
Figure 7 plots coverage vs. density for several values of
the threshold d, where d is a normalized as a fraction of the
transmission range.

Fig. 7. Distance-based scheme. Density vs. coverage for various values of
threshold d.

D. Position-Based Scheme
VII. C OMPARATIVE S IMULATION A NALYSIS
This section presents a comparative simulation analysis
of the coverage and overhead for all transmission strategies
considered. The parameters of each protocol were set to
minimize the overhead as much as possible without dropping
the coverage below 95%.

Figure 8 shows the coverage for all protocols considered.
The adjacency-3 (independence number set to 3) presented in
this paper yields the best coverage across all densities, never
dropping below 99.6%. The 3-sector strategy and adjacency2.5 come in second place. The Angular (AOA) strategy is the
one that drops closest to 95% but its coverage increases more
sharply when compared to other strategies.

Fig. 8.

Coverage vs. Density comparison between transmission strategies.

The overhead is shown in Figure 9. The Angular strategy
has the lowest overhead of all, followed by the counter-based
scheme. Adjacency-2.5 comes in third.
Our opinion is that if coverage is paramount, the Adjacency3 strategy should be used as it does not need GPS, AOA, or
RSS. Adjacency-2.5 is a good tradeoff between coverage and
overhead. The simplicity and low overhead of the counterbased scheme still makes it a very attractive approach even if
its coverage at lower densities is not as good.

Fig. 9.

Overhead vs. Density comparison between transmission strategies.

VIII. BACK - OFF S TRATEGY
The back-off procedure by which nodes postpone broadcast
retransmissions has not received much attention in the past.

We introduce the concept of back-off strategy and define it as
having three components:
1) The back-off magnitude: How much time to wait. Usually specified as a maximum or average value.
2) The back-off function: How are back-off times assigned
to different nodes.
3) Reset strategy: Nodes that have significantly reduced
their additional coverage during the last back-off period
could be rewarded with additional back-off time.
The back-off function could be as simple as a uniform
random distribution of back-off times, but other alternatives
could be considered. For example, back-off times could be
assigned as a function of receive power where the function approximates a linear back-off decrease with respect to
distance. The advantage of this back-off function is that it
significantly reduces the average delivery latency. The message
travels as concentric waves or rings emanating from the
source and rapidly reaching the entire network. Messages
are then delivered by the nodes on these rings to their local
neighborhood.
Figure 10 compares a random assignment with a back-off
function that assigns shorter times to weaker signals (distant
nodes). We call this function inv-linear because it decreases
with power and because it approximates a linear back-off
decrease with respect to distance. See section IX for details
of how this and other functions are defined. A comparison
is also made with a symmetrically opposite function that we
call linear. Five different retransmission strategies are used to
compare the back-off functions and the average for all five
strategies is also shown..
The inv-linear function cuts the average delivery latency for
all strategies by more than half with respect to a random distribution. In contrast the linear function results in an excessive
increase in latency. One last observation is that the strategy
chosen has no effect on latency.

Fig. 10. Average latency vs. back-off function for several retransmission
strategies. The Average for all retransmission strategies is also shown.

An interesting finding is that the choice of back-off function
affects the overhead and that such effect varies with each
retransmission strategy. This is due to an effect we call

directional diversity. Think of a broadcast operation as the
ripples formed when dropping a small rock into a pool of water
and emanating from a single point. If the back-off function is
such that the broadcast message (the ripples) travels slowly,
then the nodes will only receive duplicates from the direction
of the source, resulting in a reduced amount of messages
received. If the message travels faster, then similar to the
ripples, they will bounce off objects (the nodes) and travel
in the opposite direction before the back-off period of inner
nodes is over. The amount of duplicates received is increased
because the now arrive from all directions.
Figure 11 illustrates for different retransmission strategies
the variation in overhead with respect to the choice of back-off
function. In all the strategies except the distance strategy, the
overhead for the slowest function (linear) is much higher when
compared to random and inv-linear functions. There is very
little directional diversity with the linear function, resulting in
fewer duplicates.
The existence of directional diversity is corroborated by
the overhead difference between the random and inv-linear
functions for the angular and 3-sector strategies. By definition,
the overhead of these two strategies depends on the diversity of the angle of arrival of the duplicates. And indeed,
the faster propagation of the inv-linear function results in a
clear overhead reduction. For the other strategies there is not
much difference because they depend more on the amount of
duplicates rather than their direction of arrival.

Fig. 11. Overhead for several back-off functions and retransmission strategies. The Average for all retransmission strategies is also shown.

The back-off magnitude is another important part of the
back-off strategy. Figure 12 shows how the coverage and
the latency varies as the maximum back-off time increases.
The values shown represent the average for three different retransmission strategies using the inverse-linear back-off
function and a node density of 15.7. The strategies used are
3-sector, Adjacency and Angular. Note that the latency has
been normalized with respect to its maximum value (171 ms)
in order to use common y-axis and plot both function in the
same figure. The reader would agree that an appropriate backoff time should be somewhere between 100ms and 200ms.

after that the latency continues to increase linearly without
really gaining any coverage improvement.

Fig. 12. Coverage and latency as a function of the maximum back-off time.
The values represent the average for three different retransmission strategies
using the inverse-linear back-off function.

IX. ROUTING
Flooding is primarily used in routing. It is the basis for
performing path discovery in on-demand routing protocols [?],
[?] that are commonly used in multi-hop wireless networks.
This section studies the effects that different retransmission
and back-off strategies may have on path discovery.
Path discovery from source s to destination d works by
having s broadcast a route request (RREQ) that will eventually
arrive at one or more nodes with a valid routing entry for d
(possibly d itself). These nodes respond with a route reply
(RREP) that follows the reverse path of the RREQ. Node s
will choose the RREP with the smallest hop count and create
the corresponding routing entry for d.
Note that an intermediate node i with a routing entry for
d will only respond to the first RREQ duplicate it receives.
Accordingly, the resulting path is (s, i, d) for some intermediate node i, where the sub-path (s, i) is determined by the
first RREQ duplicate received by i. The first RREQ to arrive
at i will travel on a path that is either shorter than that
of other duplicates, or a path whose nodes collectively and
coincidentally selected shorter back-off times.
In section VIII we proposed a back-off strategy where nodes
that are further away from the transmitter select a smaller
back-off time. From the broadcast protocol’s point of view,
such strategy reduces the delivery latency as well as the
overhead. From the routing protocol’s point of view, our initial
hypothesis is that this back-off strategy could lead to fragile
routes that have a short duration. The first RREQ to arrive at
i will travel through a path that has less nodes spread further
apart but weaker links (power-wise). The slightest movement
of nodes in the opposite direction could break a link and affect
the lifetime of the route. We performed simulation experiments
to test this hypothesis and the results are presented in this
section.

Our second hypothesis is that in mobile ad-hoc networks the
smaller end-to-end delays of shorter routes rarely compensates
for their reduced route lifetime, and that hop-count is often a
lousy metric. Accordingly, we propose to speed up RREQ
propagation on those paths with stronger links by using a
back-off time that is a function of the reception power. Higher
reception power should result in lower back-off delays. In
particular, we propose a function of the form:

t (Pr ) = tmax λ

( PPthr
r )

1
β
−1

(9)

where Pr is the reception power, λ > 1, and Pthr is the receive
power threshold 3 . Let Pt be the transmission power, then:
Pt ≥ Pr ≥ Pthr .
β is the path loss exponent. The reception power decreases
non-linearly with distance, and the degree of decrease is
determined by the path loss exponent. The function:

µ(Pr ) =

Pthr
Pr

 β1
(10)

is a transformation of the receive power into a normalized
value in the interval [0,1] that increases linearly with distance.
This transformation is used in (9) to obtain a adequate mapping between receive power and back-off time, but it is not
an attempt to measure distance. Speeding up the broadcast
operation on stronger links does not depend on the accuracy
of measuring distance with the received signal strength. The
back-off function t (Pr ) as defined in (9) will always result in
a smaller back-off time for a stronger signal. There could be
variability of the receive power with respect to time, but that
is a different issue.
The parameter λ determines the convexity of the back-off
function. Figure 14 plots
t (µ) = tmax λµ−1
for three different values of λ. Note that tmax = 1 and
0 ≤ µ ≤ 1. For our simulations we make λ = 100.
We thought it was adequate to consider several other alternatives, so simulations were conducted to evaluate the path
discovery process using the following back-off functions:

[0, tmax ]




 tmax λµ(Pr )−1
µ(Pr ) ≤
tmax − tmax λ−µ(Pr )


t
µ(Pr )


 max
tmax − tmax µ(Pr )

random
convex
concave
linear
inv. linear

minimal reception power required to decode the signal

Fig. 14.

Back-off functions for path discovery.

The results indicate that the longer lasting paths are always
obtained with the convex back-off function. The concave and
linear back-off functions also result in longer path durations
than the random and inv-linear back-off functions. However,
an important observation is that in most cases the inv-linear
back-off function performs better than the random back-off
function. This is a significant result because it means we
can reduce the latency and overhead without sacrificing pathduration beyond what can be achieved with random back-off.
X. C ONCLUSIONS

(11)

Figure 15 shows the average path duration for each back-off
function in (11) under five different retransmission strategies.
The figure also shows the average path duration for each
back-off function, obtained by averaging the results of all five
retransmission strategies.
3 The

Fig. 13. Convex back-off function for path discovery using flooding with
different values for the λ parameter.

A surprising yet understandable result is that collisions
affect the flooding coverage only at lower densities. Collisions
do waste more channel capacity at higher density, but contrary
to common assumption, there is not perceivable effect on the
delivery ratio.
The adjacency retransmission strategy presented in this
paper is the best alternative for maximizing reliability while
reducing the overhead without requiring the use of GPS, AOA
or RSS. The Angular retransmission strategy presented in this
paper is the best alternative for minimizing the overhead.

Fig. 15. Duration of first path found with five different back-off functions
and retransmission strategies.

It outperforms all other strategies while still providing 95%
coverage or more.
A good back-off strategy is important for minimizing the
latency and taking advantage of directional diversity to reduce
the overhead. For path discovery, the back-off strategy must
also consider the impact on route lifetime. The inv-linear
back-off function reduces the latency and overhead without
sacrificing path-duration beyond what can be achieved with
random back-off.

